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- ICS Workgroup created in Andorra, October, 2017 to determine what systems were being used by ICAR members.

- Determine solutions to any existing problems.

- List “Best Practices” through a Recommendation.
ICS Workgroup Membership

Asgeir Kristinsson, ICE-SAR, Iceland  Workgroup Leader
Gebhard Barbisch, OBRD, Austria, Terrestrial Commission President
Dan Hourihan, MRA, USA, ICAR Executive Board
Kjetil Hoidal, Norwegian Red Cross, Norway
Kirk Mauthner, Parks Canada, Canada, Terrestrial Commission Vice-President
Alistair Read, MREW, UK
Matjaz Serkezi, GRZS, Slovenia
Peter Zimmer, Land SAR New Zealand
Input Received by ICS Workgroup:

- OBRD, Austria
- MREW, UK
- Land SAR New Zealand
- MRA, USA
- ICE-SAR, Iceland
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